Research Seminar in Economics
Program of the Summer Term 2017

Mai  2  Dominique Gross, Simon Fraser University
      Economic Growth and People’s Decision for Immigration Policy. The Case of Switzerland.

Mai 16  Matthias Trabandt, FU Berlin
       Should we use linearized models to calculate fiscal multipliers?

Mai 23  Thomas Ronde, Copenhagen Business School
       Waiting for the Payday? The Market for Startups and the Timing of Entrepreneurial Exit

Jun  2  Fabio Ghironi, University of Washington
       Protectionism and the Business Cycle

Jun 13  Jens Wrona, DICE
       Industrialisation and the Big Push in a Global Economy

Jun 27  Michael Ryan, Western Michigan University
       Foreign Affiliate Ownership Equity and Financial Frictions: Evidence from Japanese Multinationals

Jul 11  Georg Götz, University of Giessen
       The Value of User-Specific Information for Two-Sided Matchmakers

Jul 18  Amelie Wuppermann, LMU Munich
       Plan Responses to Diagnosis-Based Payment: Evidence from Germany’s Morbidity-Based Risk Adjustment

Jul 25  Viktor Steiner, FU Berlin
       How Do Entrepreneurial Portfolios Respond to Income Taxation?